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How to swim: 



Step 1: Find your head



Step 2: Reaching upwards, bend your 
arm at the elbow at a 90 degree angle



Step 3: Rotate your chest



Step 4: Watch out for razor sharp water



Step 5: If confused or drowning, please 
refer to this icon for assistance
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Techniques of the mapped body







Critical Cartography / GIS

Feminist Geographies
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Queer GIS

Data Feminism

Feminist Data Visualization
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Feminist Geographies

Feminist Cartography / GIS

Queer GIS

Data Feminism

Feminist Data Visualization
Catherine D’Ignazio and Lauren Klein (2016)



Feminist Cartographies

The (often) visual expression of spatial information that 

intentionally and explicitly addresses questions of 

power, inequality, representation, and ethics.



Feminist Cartographies

The (often) visual expression of spatial information that 

intentional and explicitly addresses questions of power, 

inequality, representation, and ethics.

A map may be feminist in content, form, and/or process.





Feminist Data Viz Principles

Rethinking binaries

Embracing pluralism

Examine power and aspire to empower

Consider context and subjectivity

Representing Uncertainty

Legitimize embodiment and affect

Make labor visible

Catherine D’Ignazio and Lauren Klein (2016)



mapping bodies





mapping bodies conventionally











critical semiotic analysis



swimming



critical semiotic analysis



representation



representation



referent



referent







iconicity



iconicity











police

body (representation) — body (referent)



police

body (representation) — body (referent)

examine power 







doctor

not a body (representation) — body (referent)



hairdresser

not a body (representation) — body (referent)



hairdresserdoctor

not a body (representation) — body (referent)

embrace pluralism



police

body (representation) — body (referent)

consider context









swimming

body (representation) — not a body (referent)



basketball

body (representation) — not a body (referent)



toilet

body (representation) — not a body (referent)



toilet

body (representation) — not a body (referent)

rethinking binaries











square

not a body (representation) — not a body (referent)



circle

not a body (representation) — not a body (referent)



circle

embrace pluralism



police



toilet



playground



Meghan



cyborg





feminist icon set?
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Embracing pluralism
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Examine power and aspire to empower

Representing Uncertainty
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Rethinking binaries

Embracing pluralism

Consider context and subjectivity

Examine power and Aspire to empower

Representing Uncertainty

Legitimize embodiment and affect

Make labor visible

feminist icon set opportunities 





Thanks!
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wheelchair

body (representation) — not a body (referent)

rethinking binaries + context




